READ FITTING INSTRUCTIONS IN FULL BEFORE INSTALLATION
This article is sold without warranty expressed or implied. No warranty or representation is made as to this product’s
ability to protect the user from injury or death. The user assumes that risk. The effectiveness, warranty and longevity
of this equipment are directly related to the manner in which it is INSTALLED, USED, and/or MAINTAINED. THE
USER ASSUMES THE RISK.
By purchasing this product and opening the packaging, purchasers expressly acknowledge, understand and agree
that they take, select and purchase these SECTOR 111 products from SECTOR 111, its affiliates, distributors, and
agents (collectively, SECTOR 111) “as is” and “with all faults”.
The entire risk as to the quality and performance of these SECTOR 111 parts is with the purchasers. Working on
your car can be a dangerous activity. If you are unsure of what you are doing, please leave mechanical or Safety
critical work to a skilled mechanic.

We take no responsibility for the incorrect use and/or installation of SECTOR 111
products.

microMIRROR™ Installation Directions Rev B
Do not try to remove your stock mirror if the ambient temperature is below 60deg F. Be
careful and gentle through this entire process as you can crack your windshield.
If you have any concerns with removing your stock mirror, please have your dealer or a
professional do the work.
1. Remove hardtop or soft top
a. '05-'06 Elise/Exige go to Step #2
b. '07+ Elise/Exige/Tesla Roadster go to Step#3
2. '05-'06 Elise/Exige stock mirror removal:
a. Remove stock rear view mirror See figure 1.
i. The cover at the base of the stock mirror pivots down at the top.
1. Pull this cover down to expose the retainer clip
ii. Release the retainer clip using 1 of 2 methods:
1. very small flat screwdriver (or paint can opener, see figure 2)
a. Take care to protect the windshield when leveraging with
the screwdriver
2. tape 2 washers together and slide into the clip to release it
iii. slide the mirror down towards the dash parallel with the windshield
b. Go to Step #4 below

Figure 1.

Figure 2.

3. '07+ Elise/Exige/Tesla Roadster stock mirror removal:
a. stock mirror is not retained with a clip - just friction fit
b. stock mirror slides up towards the roof - parallel with the windshield
i. gently tap the base upwards with a rubber mallet or reach both hands
underneath and gently move toward your chest as you face forward

4. Assemble the microMIRROR.
a. Apply red threadlock (loctite) to threads of the Mirror
b. Screw it into the Post
c. Use a ¼” wrench to tighten the Mirror Body to the Post
5. Install microMIRROR to windshield
a. Apply serviceable threadlock (loctite) to set screw threads
b. Slide the post base up into the stock windshield cleat
c. Center the post
i. You can choose to position it higher or lower.
d. Tighten set screws in the base of the Post with a 2mm allen wrench

6. Adjust microMIRROR. Enjoy the improved forward visibility!
7. Contact us at info@sector111.com or 951-296-6762 with any questions

